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English with preserva culiarities of Dutch 
risk of deviating from English syntactic structure 

13is uncertainty is not so bad as it seems: if we have used the CQF- 
rect order of succession here and we discover a semantic order car-fe- 

with it (cf. note 1 at the en of this article), it will n 
icult to incorporate possible new types of adjuncts on the 

of their Fernantic qualities. 

1) The word adjunct is used here in the sense of: word or construction forming 
a new non-coordinate construction with another word or construction ; so with- 

out expressing an opinion whether the resulting construction is endo- or exo- 
centric. Which member, in the former case, is doterminans and which deter- 
minatum, is also left undecided. 
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Conchsion II: 

n the construction van lzozct the word hout can to a hig 
specified as the word 24t in free use; so it 
considered with much ependence ; from with 

ossibilities it is clear that some quite normal features of the thing 
denoted in the word ho&, cannot at all or not separately t3e d,enoted 

ten; from this we draw the conclusion that in the latter wor 
wood is not considered independently. 

:%rable to daar [(over) there] we think the pre-adjunct die 
this), referring directly to a thing (so not with mediate refer- 

ence via a word, like in : Once upon a time there was a king and this 
a beautiful daughter). e point out that daar refers to a 

le in op die plaats (in that place), which may be under 
on thie 6~~~~ etc. Now we can specify die kistjes (daar beneidm 
es there beiowj or die kistjes daar 09 de steel (those boxes 
e chair). Such a specification is impossible with die (th.ose 

ie q5 de steel kistjes (Those on the chair boxes) is im 
kistjes op de steel (those boxes on the chair) not 

e construction die kistjes is specified. 

rom the possible specification_; of die kistjes daar we cone 
inks in daar the same thing as when he uses that word 
from the impossi le constructioln with die it is clear t: 

does not think of a place explicit 
istjes die besteld waren [boxes (th:Bct been) ordered] may 

e compared bestelde kistjes (ordered boxesjl. the former const 
tkon besteld is %$ecified by waren and it may be specific 
arms of the verb 29% (to be) : kistjes die van&zag besteld zijn ( . _ . . . that 

have been ordered to-day) or die op 18 j&i n-s. besteld mUen zet? 
* . . . that will have been ordered on the tenth y next) 0~ die 

op IO jr& i.l. besteld zoztden zijn ( . _ . . that wou 
on the tenth of July last). or what we try to d rate the possi- 

ity of kistjes die ik besteld he& [boxes (t at) 1 (have) ordered] is alSo 
important. The corresponding pre-adjunct is always only bested 
de (vandaag -gisteren - op IQ juli a.~. - op IO j&z j.1. - door mij) bestelde 
kistjes [the (to-day - yesterday - on the tenth of 111~ next or last - by 

e) ordered boxes]. 
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lack certain features they do have in free use. This will lead us to 
further conclusions. 

For instartce: To zelfs sig,aren (even cigars) there is no opposition 
kist+s zelfs sigarm If one is astonished at the cigars, one says zdfs 
kistjm s+aym [even boxes (of) cigars, with a high pitch on cigars]. 
From this it is. clear that the astonishment does not refer to the 
cigars, but to the cigars in the boxes; in other words the cigars are 
regarded as “contents of the boxes”. Impossible is also kistjes de si- 
garen (boxes the cigars} ; the possibility of identification is lost through 

‘their being thought as contents. 
The fact that neither adjuncts of definite nor of indefinite number 

can accompany sigamn in kistjes sigarelt is cansed by a totally different 
principle, to which we shall return later. The impossibility of kistew 
die sigaren. daav [boxes (of) those cigars there] as the opposition to 
die sigarelz daw (those cigars there) does point in the same direction: 
as contents of the boxes the cigars are already specified locally. 

ConcZusion VI is the9-2: 
In kistjes sigare% the thing meant by sigaren is regar ed as contents 

of the boxes. 
o oak hotit (also wood) there is no opposition kistjes va+v ook Imat 

(boxes of also wood) _ If one wants to stress that wood is included, one 
k wan hotit or ook kistjes van kout (boxes also of wood or 
wood, with a high pitch on wood). From this it is ap- 
he thing meant by ko& is considered as the material of 

the boxes. 
A second difference is that hoztt in vun ho& cannot be used as sub- 

ject to a predicate, at least not with the same meaning 
dat bout wordt bier niet verkockt (of this wood is not sol 
meaning is: this kind of wood]. The reason is that the thing meaut 
by it functions as material of the boxes. So we are justified t,o draw our 

concl%sio 12 

n kistjes va% kout e thing meant by bout is regarded as material 
of the boxes. 

In order to be more easily understood we change our text a little 
iece of context. e use . . . . . de stoel. De kistjes 

. ..*.. *. (..... the chair. The box.es thereon . . . . .). Tn 



daaro$ we refer to something that could also be denoted in 09 dz’e 
steel (on that chair). So in the construction de kistjes daarup the deictic 
element for chair is not the usual demonstrative pronoun die (this), 
but the deictic adverb daar- (there-). From this fact we draw 

ing meant by daar(-) is regarded as the place of the boxes. 
dealing with kistjes die besteld zijlt [boxes (that have been) 

ordered], we point out that we shall not speak of the continuative 
relative clause here (which is, as Mrs. G. F. Bos states in a ms. not yet 
published, internally predicating). We did not deal with predicating 
use of the other post-adjuncts either, though it is equally possible 
there. oreover, in the case of internally predicating use of pre-ad- 
juncts, the opposition of place between pre- and post-adjuncts mostly 
disappears (kisties, ho&~, stonde% op de tafel) (boxes, wooden, were 
on the table), so by dealing with internally predicating use of adjuncts 
we should cloud our issue. 

Therefore, in order to simplify the problem of the restrictive rela- 
tive clause as a post-adjunct, we remark, that features denoted in 
gre-adjuncts as well as in post-adjuncts can be denoted in such a 
clause. Cf. rode kistjes (red boxes) and kistjes die rood zijm (boxes that 
are red) with kistjes van bout (boxes of wood) and kistjes die van hotit 
zijn (boxes that are of wood) etc. 

Ah. we said before conclusion VII about kozct in the construction 
k&ties vaEn hout, also holds for that word in t e construction k&t jes 
die van hout zijn. So mutatis mutandis we can draw 

ConGl~k.Na IX : 
he thing denoted in the predicate or the predicative noun of a 

restrictive relative clause is the same as that meant by the corre- 
sponding word in free use, but it is not regarded as the thing as such. 

Note: The presence of a relative pronoun [c.q_ relative (pronominal) 
verb] anik of a finite verb will be discussed later. 
We pointed out already that the thing meant in wankelen (totter) 

in the construction kistfes wankeleut (boxes totter) is much the same 
as that meant in the infinitive. From the obligatory use of a finite 
verb, congruent in “person” (speaker, hearer etc.) and number with 
its subject, we infer: 



The thing denoted in a finite verb is the same a.s tha.t meant in the 
infinitive, but it is not considered as such, but as the predicate of an 
opinion about the thing meant in the subject. 

From the resulting conclusion A, combined with conclusions VI 
up to and including X we infer a 

RESULTINCX~NCLU~ION B: 

The things meant by (the central element of) post-adjuncts are 
the same as denoted in the corresponding words in free use; however, 
they are not regarded as such, but in some function of the thing de- 
noted in the noun: e.g. as contents, material or place of or as predicate 
of an opinion about that thing. 

Thic way of regarding a thing is the -way in which we regard the _ . ..*v 
second correlate in a relation. Here we see another category of logic 
existing in language. We quote L. S. Stebbing, A. Modem Introduc- 
tion to Logic, p. 166: “Any object of which we can think possesses 
characteristics that enable us to distinguish it from other objects. 
These characteristics are of two kinds: qualities and relations”. 
And p. 167-8: “Every relation has a sense, i.e. the direction in which 
it goes. For example, Zolves goes from the lover to the loved, f&her of 

oes from the male parent to the child. The term from which the re- 
lation goes is the referent, the term to which the relation goes is the 

atnm. If A loves B, A is referent, I3 is relatum”‘. aking gratefully 
use of this terminology, we can state: In a construction noun + post- 
adjunct, the noun denotes the referent and the post-adjunct the 
relatum of a relation. Summa summarum : Post-adjuuncts are relatum- 
adjuncts. 

In order to avoid being misunderstood we may remark: The se!- 
mantic value of a construction pre-adjunct -+- noun (e.g. red boxes) 
is not equal to the sum total of the two meanings; the construction 
also implies that the two words are related. Mowever, this is a relation 
between wor meanings of war s. What exists between the things 
meant, however, is no relation: that would be a relation between 
a thing and a quality of that thing. (See L. S. Stebbing, O.C. p_ 166.) 

n a construction noun + post-adjunct not only the immediate 
constitl~ents are relate but also the things meant by them. 

efore investigating the sema tic order of these adjuncts, we shall 
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deal with another peculiarity of the construction em kistje siguven 
[a box (of) cigars]. This construction can be specified to ruin or royaal 
(over) or bQ& (almost) een kistje sigaren; all these words are normally 
specifications of number-words (Y&Z derties, bijnu een dozijn) (over 
thirteen, almost a dozen). To this we add the impossibility already 
noted of een kistje IOO sigarelz; thus we draw the conclusion: In the 
construction een kistje sigaren it is possible not only to consider the 
cigars in their relation of contents of. the boxes, but also the boxes 
in their relation of quantity of the cigars. So the direction of the re- 
lation is indifferent. In the construction itself it is not denoted which 
word denotes the first and which one the second correlate of the re- 
lation ; sometimes this can be gathered from the sentence : zij rookten 
kistm sigaren (they smoked boxes of cigars), where sigareti is the 
head, but zr staan kisten wijn @ tafel (there are boxes of wine on the 
table), where from the rection of number we gather that kisten is 
meant as the head. 

Knowing now what the post-adjuncts have in common (i.e. that 
they are relatum- adjuncts) we shall investigate the differences to 
find grounds for a rjemantic order. 

We begin with kistjes siguren and call to mind the fact that the boxes 
there are always cigar-‘boxes [otherwise they are kistjes met siguren 
(boxes with cigars)] ; that means that they are to a high degree defined 
in shape, material and even purpose of existe ce by their relation 
to cigarsI. If we oppose to them kistjes geld (boxrs of money), which are 

ways money-boxes, there is a possibility of change in shape and 
material and anyhow the existence of the boxes as cigar-boxes is 
finished. 

In &sties van ho& opposed to kistjes van ijzer (made of iron) only 
the material changes ; though not the feature or combination of 
features by which things are boxes. So the change here is not so great as 
with kistjes sigaren en kistjes geld; in other words: the relation meant 
in kistjes dguren is more inherent to the boxes than the one meant 
in kistjes VUN hout. 

To the same class as kistjes sagayen belong the types: een kZont@ 
szsiker (a lump of sugar), het e&and Capri (the isle of Capri), het plan- 
Erflemeyer [the plan (made by) Erftemeyer], het woord “~mooi” (the 

word “beautiful”), het begrip paard (the concept horse)) Pam Piu.~ 
(Pope Pius) and de herbergier Doodewuurd (the inn-keeper Doodewaard) 



..To the same class as Y&!B IwM belong other constructions with a, 
preposit:ion : kistjes PlltH Piet [. . . l of Peter’s], ticit DtiitsZa~ (from Ger- 
many), wet een barst (with a crack). As we have here relations between 
things without any other moment of thought, I should like to call 
them objective relations. A further account of this term we shall give 
I&OW. However, we have to make the remark that not all post-ad- 
juncts with a preposition are equally inherent; it is clear that the 
relation Imeant in kistjes ua% kozct is more inherent than the one meant 
in kist+s va$b Piet, but this will hardly ever be shown: a construction 
as kbstjes Van hwt vas Pie-t has hardly any frequency of use. 

Opposed to de kistjes dam (the boxes over there) are de kistjes ii&~ 

[ . . . . . (over) here] ; the change no longer regards the boxes themselves, 
but something of the boxes, i.e. their place. So the extent of the change 
is smaller and the relation less inherent. 

As the relation thought in de kistjes bier is relative to the same type 
of re’tition of other boxes (i.e. a place cioser to the speaker), we want 
to speak here of a relative relation, in opposition to the objective 
relation mentioned above. 

To the same class belong adjuncts denoting a time relative to the 
time of the context (. . . . . gisteren ; VW; morgen etc.) (yesterday; now ; 
tomorrow). A clear difference between objective and relative re- 
lations is seen in 1. Nij eet altijd liever bmod va% gistem (He always 
pr:fers to eat bread of yesterday). A sentence as 2. WV eet &jd limer 
bri)od gisteren ( . . . . . bread yesterday) is impossible in 
cause of the difference is: in sentence 0. the thing meant by gis&es 

ay preceding a given day (so an objectivated yesterday), but in 2. 
the day preceding to the present of the context (a rel 

by g&erert in 2, a definite time is denoted, the 
Ed is accordingly identified. The construction bro 

part of the sentence is consequently only possible when preceded by 
%t or dat (the or that). 

In order to demonstrate the typical feature of meaning of the re- 
strictive relative clause, e oppose kistjes van ho& Qo kistjes die va% 

a&) of wood to boxes ti:at re (made) of wood]* 
ective relation is consider F: but in the second 

construction something more as well. s is apparent from the fact 
that a construction deze kistjes van Ii& is quite normal, whereas 
deze kistjes die va% out zij~ is unusual, if not impossible. Perhaps it 
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may be used with contrasting stress on deze. The cause is already in- 
dicated in the usual Dutch name distinctive relative clause. Ap- 
parently the speaker appreciates the relation between boxes and wood 
as so important that he does not only specify, but also classify the 
boxes on the basis of the presence or absence of that relation : de kistjes 
die vun hmt zijn are dcze kistjes (these boxes) and de kistjes die Niet 
vm howt zijti are die kisties (those boxes). Or put differently : kisties 

bout zijrt are zrclke kistjes (such boxes) and kisties die niet vm 
leofct .zij~ are anderG k&ties (other boxes). In both cases wb have a 
relation appreciated by the speaker, so a subjective relation. That 
the latter is less inherent than a relative relation needs no demon- 
stration. 

type of post-adjunct we find a relative pronoun and a finite 
shall try to explain this presence, i.e. try to show the 
burden of these two elements. To denote the subjective 

moment in this relation the predicating construction subject -+- finite 
verb is apparently necessary, for this construction is subjective as 
we shall see. 

e relative pronoun is necessary when the thing meant in the ante- 
cedent is thought as the agent of the process denoted in the predicate: 
One has to say k&ties die make&m (gooi ik weg) poxes that totter 
(I throw away)], because by omitting die, one gets a predicating 
construction, whereas the speaker does not want to predicate. So the 
function of die is to show that not a predicating nstruction is meant. 

Note I: In German a finite verb is not use n this construction 
if the verb is a semi-morpheme: Dm Mmn der s gesugt (hat), m%%te 
iCh seh [The man that (has) said this, I should like to see3 or 
Der (IM der gestem hider gavesen (ist), ist sein Onkel [The man that 
(has) been here yesterday, is his uncle]. 

Nole 2: When the subordinate clause begins with a relative pro- 
nominal adverb, in talking-style the function of die can be taken 
over by the conjunction dut (that) : De mm waarmee dat ik jozc gezien 
keb . . . . (With apologies: The man whom-with that I have seen you). 

Note 3: In such cases and also when the thing meant in the ante- 
cedent is not thought as the agent of the process mentioned, the 
English often use no relative pronoun: T/U girl I suw . . . . ; The garl 
we wtve talk&q of . . . . . 

Finally we discuss the construction subject + finite verb or equiva- 



lent. The speaker denotes here not only a relation between a thing and 
a process, but also his belief in the existence of the relation ix~ reality. 
This special kind of subjective relation is called a predicating re- 
lation; it goes without saying that this relation is less inherent to 
the thing meant in the noun than the normal subjective relation. 

We are able now to summarize the relation of the order of succession 
of post-adjuncts and thmeir meaning in a simple thesis: The more 
inherent the relation thought, the closer the adjunct stands to the 
noun. The conciseness of this thesis be the excuse for its inexactitude ! 

As a summary’ of the things found up to now we present them 
again in the form of a table : 

Order of post-adjuncts to a noun 

I non-predicating 

non-subjective 

non-relative 
I 

relative 

non-objective 
I 

qbjective 

1st place 2nd place7 
substantives constructions 

with a prepo- 
sition 

e.g. sigavm e.g. van htnrt 

3d place 4th place 
adverbs of restrictive re- 
place/time lative clause 

e.g. daa7 

end with a few :notes: 

i 

subjective 

e.g. die besteld 
xijn 

I 

predicating 

5th place 
finite verbs 

or equivalents 

e.g. wankelm 

1. A. W. de Groot in a ms. not yet hed rightly points out 
that the place of an adjunct respective at of other a,djuncts is 
not an immediate, but a mediate feature. ereby is meant: If a spea- 
ker wants to specify a thing denotable in Kiistjes by features denotable 
in sigaren en va’yG liout, normally s&zren, owing to its more inherent 
meaning, is not an adjunct to K&+s vati A~mt, but VME JR&, owing 
t-r) its less inherent meaning, is an adjunct to kistjes sigarm. So the 
second place of van hotit is caused by the presence of a more inherent 
adjunct. 

e point out that the order found here is the reverse of tke order 
of ¶ua~tat~ve pre-adjuncts to nouns, as sho in our: “KategorieCn 
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van voorgeplaatste bepalingen bij substantieven” (see Introduction). 
3. With this result, together with the above-mentioned article, 

the investigation of the word-order in the most normal type of asser- 
tive sentences (i.e. the assertive sentence beginning with the subject), 
is conciuded. However, this only refers to *hat we would call the mini- 
mal assertive sentence; about the order of adjuncts to verbs (or to 
the construction subject + finite verb) a great deal is still awaiting 
investigation. 

utn?cht H. ROOSE 


